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City wins bid for championship
By Anthony Hanshew
Sports Editor- - - - - - - - Marsball will play host to the 1992-93 IAA football championship, an NCAA official announced Monday at the Radisson
Hotel before an enthusiastic Rotary Club.
Dennis Poppe_of the NCAA selection
committee made the announcement via a
conference call.
The announcement and subsequent
press conference took place during the

Huntington Rotary Club's meeting.
The NCAA chose Huntington over the
Statesboro/Savannah, Ga. area whichhas
hosted the championship game for the
past three years.
Poppe said several factors made Huntington the NCAA's choice to host the
championship game on Dec. 19.
"The commitment, pledge to tickets and
the organization ofthe bid were all keys,"
Poppe said.
"We have no doubt Marshall University

can produce a first class event."
Athletic Director Lee Moon served as
chairman of the newly formed Huntington Sports Committee that presented the
bid to the NCAA on Dec. 20.
The bid was at Savannah, Ga., 20 miles
from where Marshall was playing for the
national championship.
Moon said the sight of"S,000 screaming
fans chanting, 'Go Herd"' didn't hurt the
committee's bid.
The Huntington Sports Committee,

comprised of 19 members, included officials from the Athletic Department and
local businesses.
The committee's bid included guarantees on ticket sales, information on meals
and lodging for the visiting teams and
fans and a detailed list of events planned
for championship week.
Moon did say the committee bad made
a guarantee ofl6,000 tickets sold based

Suspect
in rape case
extradited

Playin' in the band

By Jonathan Price

Reporter--------

Ph01o by Todd A.•~ •

GalenAbdur-Razzaqplayedjazz Thursdaynight
at Marco's. The concert was sponsored by Cam-

pus Entertainment Unlimited and the AfricanAmerican Student Program.

A Marshall student was released from the hospital Monday
after treatment for injuries suffered during her alleged abduction and rape by a Barboursville
man.
Charges of first-degree sexual
assault are pending against
Emmitt McCrary, 47, of 3075
Martha Road, Barboursville.
He has been extradited to West
Virginia after being held in the
Boyd County, Ky., jail since bis
arrest early Sunday morning. He
is charged in Huntington with
abduction and for being a fugitive from justice for traveling
across state lines in violation of
bis parole for a prior offense.
A Huntington Police Department report stated the woman
was walking on the sidewalk of
the 1700 block ofFifth Avenue at
about2:15 a.m. when the suspect

Yeagers lack focus, faculty say
By Elizabeth Johnson

Report~-------Faculty members expressed
a belief at a breakfast with an
external interviewer Fridaythat
the Society of Yeager Scholars
was set up as a public relations
program.
Dr. Wallace Kay, director of
the Honors Program at Boise
StateUniversity,ldaho, met with
faculty Friday to evaluate progress and determine if changes
are needed within the program.
Kay said he will submit a report to President J. Wade Gilley
within three weeks.
Roger L. Adkins, chairman of
economics, said the first class of
Ye..ger schclnrs was a "doir; and

I think the program has lost
its supposed focus. It
doesn't have well defined
goals.
• Roger L Adkins
Chairman of economics
pony show."
He said, "I think the program
has lost its supposed focus. It
doesn't have well defined goals."
Dr. William Palmer, associate
professor of history, said be
agreed the program was intended
for public relations purposes, but
that after the first year former
President Dale F. Nitzschke lost

interestin further developing the
program.
Faculty members agreed there
is no procedure or opportunity
for evaluating administration of
the program.
They expressed concern about
the scholars reporting to more
than one advisor.
At the breakfast several faculty members agreed Yeager
scholars motivate other classmates and are grade-conscious.
Dr. David A Cusick, professor
of mathematics, said this was
part ofthe original intention and
that it has succeeded.
One professor said the Yeager's
"almost always get A's but that

See YEAGERS, Page 2

See BID, Page 2

WHAT HAPPENED

•

A female Marshall student
was walking on the sldwalk of
the 1700 block of Fifth Avenue
atabout2:15a.m.Sundaywhen
the suspect reportedly drove
onto the sidwalk and hit her with
his car.
The suspect then reportedly
approached her and forced her
into his vehicle, where he forced
her to perform oral sex as he
drove to an unidentified Huntington location where he allegedly raped her.
The suspect drove to Kentucky where he left her naked
on the road near the CarterBoyd county line.

•

•

reportedly drove onto the sidewalk and hither with his car. As
she leaned against a parked car,
the suspect approached her and
forced her into bis vehicle, according to the report. The report
said during the struggle,the
woman was struck on the back of
the head with an unidentified
blunt object.

See RAPE, Page 2

BLACK HISTORY MONTH

•

TODAY
Matty Rich, a young film director, speaks at 7:30 p.m. in the
Memorial Student Center Don Morris Room

• THURSDAY & FRIDAY
African art/lecture/video/slides

• FRIDAY
Black United Students' org..,1ization dance at 9 p.m. in MSC Don
MorrisRoom

• MONDAY
"Boyz in the Hood" at 8 p.m. in MSC Alumni Lounge

•

FEB. 18
A night of gospel; "Back to Roots· at 7 p.m. in MSC Don Morris
Room
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From Page 1
on season ticket sales.
President J. Wade Gilley questioned other matters concerning
the actual championship game.
"The one thing I haven't heard
yet is, who do we play?" Gilley
joked.
Gilley went on to say that
Marshall was ready for the national coverage.
"We at the university are extremelypleased and proud ofthe
Huntington Sports Committee
that worked hard and put this
together."
Parker Ward, member of the
Rotary Club and Sports Committee, provided details on the

events planned for the visiting
teams.
Ward said the events will begin Thursday night with both
teams taking a ride on the West
Virginia Belle.
A championship lunch will be
served Friday afternoon followed
by a dinner at the Huntingon
Civic Center.
Huntington received a two
year committment on the championship game.
The Statesboro/Savannah Ga.
area had a three-year deal for
the game.
Moon speculated why he
thought Huntington's deal was a

year short.
Once in the car, the report
"I'm sure the weather was a stated, the suspect forced the
concern, but with the facilities woman to perform oral sex for
and community support they about 15-20 minutes as he drove
[NCAA] wanted to give us the to an unidentified jocation in
chance for two years with an Huntington where he reportedly
option for the third," Moon said. raped her.
The report stated he then
Moon added the Huntington
Sports Committee and Marshall fondled her and forced her again
to perform oral sex as he drove
are excited about their unprece- for 30-40 more minutes.
dented opportunity.
McCrary drove to Kentucky,
"The tri-state has never had a where he left her naked on the
championship game,"Moon said. road near the Carter/Boyd
"We're going to make it the I-AA County line, the report said.
bowl."
Shannon Leadingham, an
The game will be televised live employee of Kentucky Electric
Steel, reportedly found her on
by CBS.
the road, gave her some of his
work clothes to wear, and took
her to a gas station where Kentucky State Police were notified.
From Page 1
A Kentucky state policeman
responded to the call, questioned
they aren't always the top stu- are not as challenging. The schol- generally there was some "arm- the woman, and called an ambudents of the class."
ars attend one seminar each twisting" involved.
lance. She was then transported
They said teaching the semi- to King's Daughters Hospital in
Dr. Harold C. Shaver, director semester during their freshman
of the W. Page Pitt School of and sophomore years.
nars was time consuming.
Ashland.
Journalism and Mass CommuThe seminars are usually
Faculty members said they
The woman is thought to have
nication, said the scholars view taught by two or more faculty meet regularly before and dur- been raped more than once, said
ing the semester to discuss what Lt. Larry McClanahan of the
their seminars differently than members.
Kay asked how faculty sought is being done and methods used Huntington Police Department.
other courses.
He said that in the seminars, participation as seminar teach- in the seminars.
Aftercallingtheambulancethe
They said student comments officer went to the location where
there is more competition among ers.
Several members agreed that are studied intensely.
the scholars and other classes
the woman was found and discovered the suspect walking
along the road carrying a gaso-

YEAGERS - - - - - - - - - -

The Parthenon -

No paper, no cry

88.1 MHz
"The broadcast voice of Marshall University"

Pick up a prize with a pick-up line !!

Name
Phone# _______
ID#

Write down your worst, best, most interesting pick-up line and bring it to WMUL
The first 14 entries submitted personally to the
student manager receive a CD.
Grand prize will be announced Thursday at 12:15.

Deadline Thursday Feb. 13, 1992 NOON!

line can. After leaving the
woman, the suspect reportedly
ran out of gas.
The report stated the suspect
was "covered in blood."
Het reportedly claimed he had
been in an accident, but there
was no damage to his vehicle.
The officer took the suspect to
the Boyd County state police
barracks. Physical examinations
were reportedly administered to
the suspect and the woman, and
he was transported to the Boyd
County Jail.
Charges of first-degree sexual assault will be filed as soon
as investigations by the Huntington police and the Kentucky
State Police determine exactly
where the assaults took place,
McClanahan said. He commended the Kentucky State
Police for their work in investigating the case. "We have a very
strong case at this point. The
evidence [against McCrary] is
overwhelming," he said.
McClanahan said McCrary has
been on parole since August for
the 1987 stabbing of a woman at
a bar on Huntington's east side.
A $10,000 bond was set in
Kentucky for McCrary's release,
but the bond became invalid once
he was extradited to West Virginia.
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Iraq blasts UN sanctions, Bush
MANAMA, Bahrain (AP) - Iraq
stepped up its campaign against U.N.
trade sanctions and took an angry swipe
at President Bush, telling him to concentrate on "his new job as a car salesman"
instead of interfering in Iraqi affairs.
The official Iraqi News Agency also accused U .N. weapons inspectors oftrying to provoke a confrontation in
·•
a "deliberate attempt to
harm Iraq."
The series of
· statements late Saturday and Sunday reWORLD flected
mounting hostility in President Saddam
Hussein's government over the trade
sanctions and Westem calls for his ouster.
'Ibetradeembargo,imposedafter Iraq's
invasjon of Kuwait in August 1990, has
been causingincreasinghardship for Iraq's
17 million people. Saddam recenlyt has

been telling Iraqis the United States is
trying to starve them.
INA quoted an unidentified spokesman for Iraq's Cultural and Information
Ministry as advising "Bush to benefit
from the experience and experiments of
car salesmen in the United States in his
attempt to tackle the ailing American
economy, instead offalling under the illusion - he as well as his agents in the
region -that they can interfere in Iraq's
internal affairs."
The comment was an allusion to Bush's
recent visit to Japan to pressure the
Japanese to buy more U.S. cars and auto
parts.

The statement came a day after a U.S.
government source in Washington, who
spoke on condition of anonymity, said
Bush had authorized a covert program
aimed at helping Iraqis throw out Saddam. CIA Director Robert Gates is visiting Middle East nations amid reports he

came to discuss plans to topple Saddam.
The United States and Britain, two of
the five permanent U.N. Security Council
members, have said they want trade
sanctions to remain until Saddam is forced
from power.
In another INA report, Iraq's foreign
minister, Ahmed Hussein, condemned the
Security Council's decision last week to
maintain sanctions on the grounds Iraq
is not complying with provisions of the
Gulf War cease-fire accord caJling for
removal of its weapons of mass destruction.
Hussein denied Iraq has secret caches
of weapons or is obstructing U.N. inspectors seeking to destroy Saddam's nuclear
and chemical weapons programs.
U.N. trade sanctions and weapons inspections are the result of Gulf War.
Weapons inspections include both biological and nuclear weapons.

Alex Haley, author of 'Roots',
died ear_ly Monday at age 70
INDIANAPOI.JS (AP) - Boxer
Mike Tyson was found guilty Monday of raping a Black MissAmerica
contestant who said he lured her to
hishotel room and overpowered her.
Jurors deliberated about 9 1/2
hours before reaching their verdict
in the case, which threatens to end
the rags-to-riches career of one of
the most prominent athletes of his
generation.
Tyson was the youngest heavyweight champion ever,andhad been
planning a comeback in a title fight
againstcbampionEvanderHolyfield
this spring.
His trial followed, and was often
comparedto, two other cases inwhich
relatively unknown women said they
were wronged by powerful men Clarence Thomas and William
Kennedy Smith.

SEATI'LE (AP) - Alex Haley, whose
book "Roots: The Saga of an American
Family" inspired people of all races to
search for their ancestors, died early
Monday at a hospital, an official said. He
was 70.
Haley, whose other works included
"The Autobiography of Malcolm X," was
admitted to Swedish Hospital on Sunday
evening and died shortly after midnight,
nursing supervisor John Folkrod said.
Folkrod would not release cause of
death. Haley's family was flying to Seattle from the East Coast, Folkrod said.
The author had been scheduled to
speak at a banquet Tuesday at the Naval
Submarine Base in Bangor, Wash.
Haley won the 1977 Pulitzer Prize for
"Roots," a mix ofpainstakinglyresearched
fact and imagined fictional detail tracing
his ancestors back to a village in Gambia,
West Africa.
The 12-hour miniseries adapted from
the book drew 130 million viewers, then
the largest audience in television his-

tory.
"It was the story of our people. It was
the story of how we came from Africa,"
NAACP Executive Director Benjamin
Hooks said from his Baltimore home today.
"The facts about the extended family he
grew up in, and that most black families
grow up in, is so important.
"He was truly a gifted person who wrote
a book that was monumental," Hooks
said.
Haley was born in Ithaca, N.Y., and
grew up in the west Tennessee town of
Henning. He said he was inspired to become a writer by the story-telling of his
older relatives.
His grandmother's and great-aunts'
storytelling led Haley to devote 12 years
meticulously tracing his mother's side of
the family back six generations.
Haley's warm-hearted and rich descriptions of his ancestors' lives set off a wave
of interest in genealogy.
Haley enlisted in the Coast Guard in
1939 as mess boy and served for 20 years
in the military before starting a magazine
writing career.

BRIEF
KENOVA

Majority leader Rollins
died Sunday at age 70
House of Delegates Majority
Leader Walter "Lefty" Rollins died
at his home after battling cancer for
eight years, a family member said
Monday.
Rollins, 70, died Sunday night,
said his niece, Ruth Ann Rollins,
who works at Rollins Funeral Home.
The Wayne County Democrat was
first elected to the House in 1970.

MILWAUKEE

Expert says Dahmer
can control himself
The prosecution at J effrey
Dahmer's sanity trial has countered
Dahmer's experts with a psychiatrist who said the serial killer lusted
after the dead but had some control
over his impulses.
Dr. Frederick Fosdal testified
Dahmer suffered from necrophilia
"before, during and after" his slayings.
"It explains his behavior, but
didn't cause him to break the law,"
Fosdal said Saturday.

MOSCOW
Food and medicine sent
to former Soviet Union
U.S. planes carrying tons of food
and medical supplies arrived in the
former Soviet Union today, be~nning an aid effort that symbolizes
the new relationship between former foes.
The aircraft brought the first
shipments of a two-week U.S.-led
pro~am to help the struggling new
nations make it through the rest of
the winter.
A green C-5 cargo plane with the
stars and stripes on its tail landed at
Moscow's Sheremetyevo Airport.

Universi

Fitness

1317 4th Ave.

529-6431

SHAPE UP
for Spring Break

ti' Extended Hours

(9am -10pm)
ti' Special Student Rates
ti' New Stainnaster
ti' Professional Training

Just 3 Blocks From

Campus
S ec" al Marshall U
Student Offer
from University f"rtness S20 PER
MONTH - or - S50 PER
SEMESTER

' I\'"''"

OPINION
Title game shows
mixed up priorities

LT
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"I hate all sports as rabidly as a person
who likes sports hates common sense.,,
H. L. Mencken

/

The fact that Marshall was awarded the I-AA
football championship for the next two years can be
attributed to one thing - greed.
"The commitment, pledge to tickets, and the organization of the bid were all keys," said Dennis
Poppe of the NCAA selection committee.
Read: Mo' money, mo' money, mo' money.
Marshall got the bid because it could supply the
dough, pure and simple.
The university will roll out the royal carpets for
visiting teams, and you can bet the NCAA was
given a hefty financial guarantee.
Athletic Director Lee Moon said he could not discuss the economic specifications oft.he bid, but he
said Marshall had guaranteed to sell at least 16,000
tickets - though we probably will sell more.
That doesn't even count the $30 million stadium
used to lure the championship game here.
In other words, we -an institution facing fourth
and long economically- are going to give a whole
wad ofcash to the NCAA. We've fumbled our priorities again.
True, there are some huge bright spots. For example, a lot of people in the area are, in fact, going
to make money offthis venture, but likely they will
be businesses rather than the university.
Furthermore, the game will bring excitement to
the state, which as Moon pointed out, bas never
bad a similar championship game.
You can imagine all the state's legislators smiling, waving MU banners, cheering for the Herd.
Rab, rah, rah.
Let's hope the same politicians also are willing
to support the Herd's academic programs with
some much-needed cash.
Let's hope.
Marshall's eagerness to latch onto the national
championship-to give its team the opportunity to
win the title - further reveals our short-sightedness.
Here we finance football and fun and neglect
faculty.
Here we invest in touchdowns and trim budgets.
Here we believe we can purchase glory-for the
price of our soul.
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BLACK AWARENESS AT MARSHALL REACHES A NEW HIGH

Story was good
public relations
To the Editor:
The Parthenon story about Student Government's $45,000 windfall
was, to say the least, "Touching."Mr.
Romey could not have gotten better
public relations short of writing the
story himself or hiring the firm of
Hill & Knowlton. The story was extremely thin given that the editors
had the information on this for over
a week.
If the paper ever does a follow up
you might want to pursue a few
obvious questions raised by this
found money. For instance: Why
didn'tSGAinform its constituents of
this discovery last December when
Michaelson, to her credit, first found
it? Ms. Michaelson said SGA business managers have for many years
"reported $3,000 as the amount left
over without checking the actual
figures." It doesn't take a genius to
see that in order to accumulate
$48,301.10 in carry over from previous budgets, a considerable amount
more than $3,000 would be left over
from each year's budget. Whey then
did Mr. Romey who professes conservative spending tactics, add $10,005
to the SGA budget? Of 15 line items
in the SGA operating budget, only
two, a service contract (presumably
a fixed amount) and Graduate Student Council, escaped an increase.
While it is slick PR to say the money
will go into "areas like equipment
repair and funding for student organizations,"wbatabout$2,000more
for elections? or $2,000 more for
Parthenon public relations? or $800
more for office supplies? If SGA has
managed all this time to end the year
with a surplus, why in hell did the
budget need a huge increase?
SGA tried to give $1,000 of our
money to the United Way Campaign.
While the cause is worthy, it was

misdirected largesse that was
blocked by the administration. Now
Mr. Romey bas some other ideas
about what to do with our money. No
doubt that without student input, he
will get what be wants. I have a
suggestion. Rather than teacher
evaluation programs or another
badly needed but failed SGA recycling program, why not give the
money to the library? Anyone serious about education knows bow hard
it is to do research atMarshall. Many
journals, magazines and other resources could be purchased on Microfiche. Subscriptions canceled by
budget cuts could be renewed. We
have a windfall. Lets get serious
about education:
Maybe someday we'll learn to balance the checkbook.
David K. McGee
Huntington Graduate Student
MAPS member

Reporter only
relating facts
To the Editor:

It is certainly not necessary for
MAPS to defend The Parthenon. The
paper bas shown itself (as we have
discovered on more than a few occasions) more than capable of defending itself, even to the point ofbecomiog abusive to those with whom it
disagrees. However, the recent article in The Parthenon describing
the charges against Chuck Bailey for
the sexual harassment of three students and the subsequent letters to
the editor in his defense move us to
respond.
Chris Stadelman reported the facts
of the charges. The veracity of the
charges was determined by a bearing conducted by a university appointed three-person committee.
Neither Stadelman nor The Parthenon was responsibk for investigatr

ing the grievance. We believe due
process was served in this instance.
Due process is not being served,
however, by the continuing retaliation on the three women or on any
witness testifying on their behalf.
We suggest that the problem of
sexual harassment on this campus is
much worse than most students
know. While the Women's Center,
with the help of Capt. Eugene
Crawford, has made significant efforts to educate the student body
about sexual harassment, little has
been done to educate the faculty and
staff.
Members of MAPS and others we
have talked to have told us ofprofessors who have made inappropriate
comments and acted in ways which
could be construed as sexual harassment according to the MU policy
statement. We believe in many cases
these professors are acting in innocence and ignorance. Times have
changed and to protect themselves
and the students, they must move
from denial to an understanding of
the meaning of sexual harassment.
MAPS calls on the Vice President
of Mult Cultural Affairs, Dr. Betty
Cleckley, and President J. Wade
Gilley, to implement a mandatory
program on sexual harassment for
all staff, administrators and faculty.

Jason Morris
MAPS Executive Chair
Richmond, Va. junior

C'ORRECTION
In Friday's paper the headline on
the Royal Llverpool Philharmonic
was misleading. It stated that works
by Paul McCartney would be
performed a the Philharmonlc's
Huntington show.The Philharmonic
has performed those works in the
past, but will not In Huntington. We
regret the error.
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Being biased not 'cool,' panelists stress
.

..

By Derek Tomblin
Reporter - - - -- - - People in positions of authority need to "vigorously condemn
speech that depicts bias speech
as 'cool,'" director ofthe National
Gay and Lesbian Task Force said
in a nationally broadcast videoconference viewed by Marshall
students and faculty Thursday.
About 40 students and faculty

members attended the videoconference.
Panelists discussed popular
misconceptions about homosexual and bisexual students on
college campuses.
The issue of violence and harassment toward homosexual and
bisexual students was one issues
discussed. Kevin Berrill, director ofthe National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, said these stu-

dents are targets for hostility on
college campuses.
According to a survey taken on
college campuses in New York,
one in four homosexual and bisexual students have been
threatened with violence, Berrill
said.
"The majority ofthem have received harassment of some
kind.We need to speak out and
challenge society's depiction of

being biased as 'cool,"' Berrill said L. Lee K.nefelcamp, chairsaid. He said comedians such as per son of the Department of
Andrew Dice Clay, and songs by Higher Education at Columbia
heavy metal groups such a s Guns Univer sity.
n' Roses, were part of the prob"They label it a s sick ," she said.
Several unidentified students
lem.
The issue of homophobia (the from Rutgers University were
fear of gay or lesbian behavior) interviewed. Their r esponses to
on college campuses also was questions about homophobia and
other issues were taped for the
discussed.
"Anything society sees as dif- videoconference.
ferent, it wants to set apart,"
"There are people who are so
afraid of those who are different
that they have to be defensive
and cruel," one student said.
"People for some r eason see
being gay a s a disease or something," said another Rutger s
student.
K.nefelcamp said education was
part of the solution to pr oblems
faced by h omosexual and bisexual students.
NO GIMMICKS ~
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

Calvin and Hobbes
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Primitive resumes

Should age matter in relationships ?
Dear Lisa,

How much of an age difference do you think is too much to
establish a relationship?
I believe that once you reach a
certain point,
it's not the age
difference that
matters, but
one's ability to
see a relationship as openness and sharLisa
ing.
BIRD
It is probably
- - - - best to stick

within your own age group to a
certainextentuntilyouareabout
18. Once a person graduates
high school and hopefully has
the chance to go to college or be
on their own, many things are
different concerning how they
will act and perceive a relationship. From about 18 to 25, a
person goes through their most
difficult changes in terms offinding out who they are, what they
believe and what they feel they
want from the rest of their life.
Sometimes it tends to vary in
terms of how much of an age
difference there is and ifit seems
to bother one person more than

the other.
The best advice I can give to
you or anyone is just to be honest. You have to respect one another and not be afraid to admit
or talk about your feelings. It's
very important to establish early
on in the relationship what you
both want and expect so nobody
gets hurt if needs are not met.
The element of trust must be
there in order for the two of you
to make things work. So many
people worry simply because they
don't know how their boyfriend/
girlfriend feels about something;
yet they are afraid to ask. This
leads the worrier to possibly be

angry and frustrated that their
partner isn't responding to
something they don't even know
is wished of them.
Maturity and experience play
key roles if two people are serious about starting a healthy relationship.
Another important thing is
just to have fun and enjoy being
together. As long as you are
both happy with the way things
are going, that should be all
that matters.
Lisa Bird, St. Albans senior;is a
counseling major.

Canterbury Fellowship, the Episcopal student group, will have a meeting
and fellowship eve<y Wednesday at 5
p.m. in the Campus Chnsban Center
For more information call 696-3055.

Baptist Student Union will conduct a
bible study every Wednflsday evening
at 7 p.m. in the Buskirk lounge. For
more information call 696-3051 .
PROWL (People Reaching Out With
Love) will conduct meetings every
Tuesday evening in the Campus Chnstian Center beginning at 9 p .m. For information call 696-2444
Baptist Student Union will conduct
two bible studies each Thursday in the
Campus Christian Center. The first will
begin at 3:30 p.m. and the second at
9:15 p.m.. For more information about
either call 696-3051 .
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Crystal mysticism
s the trend in crystal
wearing continues,
books about crystals
and the New Age movement also have increased in
popularity.
One example is "Crystal
Wisdom" by Dolfyn.
"She has an environmental
awareness approach to crystals," Katona Manissero,
owner of Antiques and
Uniques, said of Dolfyn. "It's
a direct approach and down
to earth [pun intended]."
Manissero also said she believes crystals are not objects
of worship, but that they
should be appreciated for
their beauty.
"You don't use crystals; you
form a relationship with
them," she said. "Crystals are
a symbol of environmental
awareness."
In Dolfyn's book, emphasis
is placed on the earth and
mankind's relationship with
the "Earth Mother."
According to Dolfyn, communication with crystals can
also become communication
and friendship with nature.
"All life becomes sacred to
us and Earth Mother herself

A

All different kinds of people buy crystals- from
junior high students to adults. Most people like the appearance and know less about the mysticism.

•

Jay Mitchell

owner of Davidson's

becomes sacred to us.
"What Dolfyn really means is
opening our minds to communication with the earth and our
existence with the earth,"
Manissero said.
-i'alce care of the earth and
she will take care of us," she
said. -rhen we will survive."
Harper Kroeger, Gandeeville
sophomore, said there are different crystals for different
things.
For instance, if she is "doing
something new," she wears a
crystal for self-esteem.
Kroeger buys her crystals at
Cornucopia in Charleston and
The Book and The Pendulum
in Kanawha City.
"Clear ones are like all-purpose crystals," she said. "They
protect more than anything.
That's why I wear them."

According to a pamphlet titled
"Crystal, Gem, and Mineral
Lore," quartz, or rock, crystals
have scientific value because of
their ability to store, release
and regulate energy.
The pamphlet also said these
crystals help balance emotion,
stimulate brain function and
aid in transmitting the flow of
energy throughout the body.
Davidson's Music, 907 Fourth
Ave., has been selling crystals
for a year and a half.
Jay Mitchell, owner of
Davidson's, said he thinks a lot
ofpeople buy crystals because it
1s a fad right now.
"All different kinds of people
buy crystals-from junior high
students to adults," he said.
"Most people like the appearance and know less about the
mysticism."

Hot videos keep out cold
By Ronn Robinson
Reporter---- - - -

Do cold •nights keep you
from chasing the nightlife?
Doyoueverfeellikejuststaying in, sacking out on the
couch and popping a video in
the VCR?
If you do, you might find
the following information
useful. Accordingto Michael
D. Wall of Stadium Video,
the following movies are
scheduled for February release on videotape.
Included in the list are boxoffice smashes, •wannabe"
hits and a couple of video
dogs.
Here is your chance to play
Siskel and Ebert and give
the videos your personal
thumbs up or down .
"Mobsters" is a gangster flick
starring Christian Slater,
Patrick Dempsey, Richard
Grieco and Costas Mandylor. The young lives of mobst er s Lucky Luciano and
Bugsy Siegel are portrayed
in this action-adventure.
"Mobsters" is available Feb.
1 and is rated R
"Double Impact" is a JeanClaude Van Damme martial
arts flick in which he plays
twins separated for 25 years
after their parents' brutal
death. "'Double Impact" is

double the Van Damme and
kicks out Feb. 12. "Impact" is
ratedR.
•Don't Tell Mom the
Babysitter's Dead" st:ars
Christina Applegate ("Married with Children") as a girl
who takes over the baby-sitting chores when the tyrannical sitter hired by her
mother dies on the job. "Babysitter" checks in Feb. 18
and is rated PG-13.
"Return to the Blue Lagoon"
stars newcomers Brian
Krause and Milla Jovovich
as young lovers stranded in
paradise. This one is billed
as a family movie and has a
PG-13 rating. "Lagoon" can
be discovered Feb. 5, but this
one might best be left
stranded.
"Harley Davidson and the
Marlboro Man" stars Mickey
Rourke and Don Johnson as
1996 motorcycle renegades
on the run from a corrupt
bankers henchmen. "Harley"
will roll in to video stores
Feb. 18 and is rated R.
OtheT movies scheduled for
video release this month include "Regarding Henry"
starring Harrison Ford,
"Pure Luck'" and "Mystery
Date" with Ethan Hawke.
For more information,
check with your local video
rental store.

0omelhif18 old, somelhin5 new and unusual
B
ooths are filled with salt and
pepper shalcers, tea cups and
vases, but the main attractions at Antiques & Uniques
are beads, bones, crystals and stones.
Antiques & Uniques, located in the
formerHuntingtonStoreat857Third
Ave., specializes in custom jewelry
malcing.
The customers at the boutique are
mainly Marshall students.
-rhe crystal beads are popular in
college towns," Katona Manissero,
owner of the booth, said. "It's a new
thingin Huntington. Andjewelry pays
off better than antiques."
Manissero is a former antique dealer.
who opened Antiques & Uniques in
August.
"I started as an antique dealer,"
Manissero said. "When I was in Ann
Arbor, Mich., I met up with some
born-again hippie artisans and I was
interested in what they were doing."
She then became an apprentice and
traveled to music festivals and art
fairs.
Manissero, who graduated from

Marshall in 1986 with a Regents B.A in
art and English, eventually returned to
Huntington and began the business with
a partner.
Though she is now the only owner and
employee, the shop is open seven days a
week.

Manissero also sells T-shirts made by a
friend. She said the clothing is hard to
sell but that unusual things, like the
crystals, seem to sell well.
One reason for the shop's popularity
may be because it offers a wide selection
of crystals.

"People can pick out what they want
and how they want it to look," Manissero said. "Then I can make it for them."
Bones are included in her current selection.
These are not pieces of full-sized human skeletons. The bones at Antiques &
Uniques are small, bead-sized skulls,
hand-carved by Buddhist monks in Tibet.
"The bones are called Tibetan Prayer
Beads," she said. "Customers were asking for them so now I carry them."
Manissero's supplies come from various wholesale houses and catalogs.
She also incorporates old jewelry with
contemporary jewelry.
"I have a bargain drawer of old beads
picked up at estate sales," Manissero
said. "I mix them in with new things
and it works pretty well."
Karen Fletcher, Charleston senior,
said she likes the items sold at Antiques
and Uniques because they are one of a
kind.
"I like Antiques & Uniques because
it's not the mall and there's no other
store like it," Fletcher said.

-
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Hodges renovations Government/Summer Jobs Fair
give dorm new look attracts more than 20 employers
By Terri Fowler

By carol Malcolm

Reporter-------After a $10,000 facelift, Hodges
Hall has gone from one of the
worst residence halls on campus
to one ofthe best, according to its
resident director.
The Student Housing Office
began renovations on the 85year-old residence hall last
spring.
Renovations included
repainting all the walls and
putting down new carpet custommade for Hodges Hall. New
vending machines also were
installed in the all-male dorm.
Money for the renovations came
from student's room and board
fees.
Money was used from the
Residents Against Vandalized
Environments fund to buy an air
hockey table for the recreation
room and a new television for the
lounge.
The residents collected over
$950 to buy a new pool table.
Resident Director Tony Hall
says the renovations have made
a big change in how the residents
treat their dormitory.
He said he thinks students
have more respect for their
building now that they know the
university is trying to create a
better place for them to live.
Dave Kushner, resident adviser
on second floor, said he thinks
the changes also have created a
better social environment.
"fve been here for five years,
and rve noticed a big change.
The residents almost feel as if
they're at home."
In the past, many students
thought ofHodges as the athletic
residence hall or Marshall's own
"animal h ouse", Hall said.
The men of Hodges have
changed from the days when they

to fill part-time, full-time and

District and YMCA Camp

internships, Arnett Glassco,
Placement Services counselor,
said.
Most of the internships offered
deal wiih social services like
sociology, recreation and
nursing, Glassco said.
Some of the agencies that plan
to attend are Appalachia Service
Project, Camp Starlight, Greater
Huntington Park & Recreation

"I look for a good turnout, based
on the students I have seen,"
Glassco said. 'They have started
coming in early and seem to be
better prepared."
Registration for the fair is not
required and all majors and class
ranks are invited.
Students who participate
should bring resumes and dress
properly, Glassco said.

Reporter-------- summer positions as well as Horseshoe, Glassco said.

I've been here for five
years, and I've noticed a
big change. The residents
almost feel as if they're at
home.

More than 20 government
agencies and other summer
employers are expected to
participate in the annual
Government/Summer Jobs Fair
Wednesday in the Memorial
Dave Kushner Student Center Don Morris
Hodges Hall Resident Adviser Room.
The fair runs from 1 to 4 p.m.
The recruiters seek candidates
played volleyball on the third
floor, complete with sand.
Today they are more likely to
be found shooting pool or playing
video games in the recreation By Aprll Wheeler
room, Hall said.
Reporter - - - - - - - Tyrone J . King, Wilkes-Barre,
Penn., sophomore, said he
Immediate admission to
approves of the change.
Marshall is given to qualified
Hall says many students on minority high school seniors at
campus remember the problems recruiting seminars throughout
Hodges had because they have southern West Virginia, the
not been over to see the changes. minority admissions counselor
"Everybody wants to know said.
Tamara G. Eubanks said she
their school had an animal
has conducted seminars in
, " •.1.se."
')isciplinary problems, such as Cabell, Kanawha and Raleigh
keg parties and students
sneaking guests in after curfew, -~ ~~.,_..,_.~~~~
HELP SUPPORT
f
have been eliminated because of
ENERGETICS
new security alarms set on the
exit doors, Hall said.
AEROBICS
The alarms go off whenever
the doors open between 7 p.m. : V'ILE~ : ! :;FFLE
and 7 a.m.
'IDinner for 2 Olivers
Vandalism is not the problem
it once was either.
'IDinner for 2 Chi Chi's
According to Marcia E .
'ILunch for 2 Mycroft's
Bourgeois, assistant manager of
Tickets
$1.00 in Recreational
the Student Housing Office,
Sports Office
,
Hodges has one of the lowest ,
vandalism rates on campus.
' ~~---~
D RAWING
2/13/92
'
~~~~~·
Hodges also is no longer known
as the athletic residence hall
because many of the athletes
have moved to Twin Towers East.
Hall says the resident advisers
assigned to Hodges also are
better trained.

•

Seminars recruit, educate minority students
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counties. She plans to vist Mercer
and McDowell counties in the
spring.
She said the seminars promote
college education not just at
Marshall, but at any institute of
higher education.
However, minority students
who are interested in Marshall,
have a 2.0 grade point average
and their transcripts get on-thespot admission, Eubanks said.
An average of seven students

from each county visited are
admitted during the seminars.
The seminars include
admissions, financial aid and
housing information.
Students also are encouraged
to get involved in student
activities, Eubanks said.
She said the seminars also
address racial tension on campus.
'The world is not all black-they
have to be able to deal with that,"
Eubanks said.
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GOVERNMENT/SUMMER
JOBS FAIR

Attention
Instructors
We now furnish •coursePacks•
with full coPYriaht Permissions!

February 12, 1992
1:00 - 4:00 p.m.
20 - Plus Agencies

Contact Jim Moraan or Shirley PfiilliPs

will be at Marsh all
to discuss jobs.

·.·s1ill8l1,
a
:
p
p~lllfll
Avenue •

Don Morris Room MSC

949 5th

529-BOOK (2665J
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Professors live, work together

Science, fine arts projects
delay Old Main renovations
By Diana Judy

Reporter - - - - - - -
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Renovations of Old
Main will be delayed at
Because of budget cutbacks,
least
a year because of
Old Main will have to wait at
least a year to get renovations it budget cuts and finishing
desperately needs, according the science and fine arts
to the vice president for admini- projects, officials say.
stration.
"The bids on the science building came in a little higher than Old Main will move to the new
expected: Dr. K. Edward Grose portion,· he said.
said. "It'll take at least a year to "The entire building will evenbegin working on Old Main."
tually be remodeled over a
"We can't begin renovating number of years,· Francis
the auditorium until the fine arts Guffey, architect for Paul D.
building is complete, and the Marshall and Associates, said.
department of fine arts can "No division can be closed
move out of the building,· Mike down, because the building is
Meadows, director of facilities, in operation all year.
planning and management,
"The renovations will have to
said.
be done in an orderly fashion."
"The fine arts building should
Other renovation plans inbe complete in a month or so, clude equipping the building
and it should be able to be with handicapped facilities such
moved in by this summer-or at as a new elevator and remodleast by next fall," Grose said eled bathrooms.
Meadows said the remodelThe boiler also will be reing will begin in Old Main Audiplaced with a new forced air
torium and wiR contiruethroughheating system, Meadows said.
out the building.
Different phases have been
Renovation plans for the
planned
in the renovation procauditorium include making two
ess.
floors of new offices, Meadows
"The renovations cannot
said.
"With completion of the audi- begin until the Fine Arts Buildtorium, the western portion of ing is complete."

Couple enjoys teaching at Marshall for different reasons
formal visit to Marshall the
Maders read an article in The
We came from totally dif- Parthenon about COB student's
opinions concerning the fee inDr. Deana RD. Mader and Dr.
Fred H. Mader came to ferent directions and some- crease.
"Students take on a commodMarshall's College of Business how met in the middle at
ity approach to education," Mr.
last fall after a year of visita- the same discipline.
Mader said. "They think you buy
tions, interviews and prepara• Dr. Deana Mader an education when you pay for
tion.
They were recruited from the
assistant professor college. They pay the $100 fee
and think it buys accreditation,"
, University of Louisville during
he said. "But what they are rean American Marketing Association convention in Washing- because, "It has a good reputa- ally buying is an opportunity.
ton, D.C., in August 1990 at a tion as a quality university. It is Accreditation is a slow process.
time when better faculty for the not stagnate, and it is on the Most employers know that when
move forward."
a university seeks accreditation,
COB were being sought.
Although the Maders both its standards increase.
The Maders, who have been
"Maybe it will affect the gradumarried for 17 years, received agreed that Marshall's faculty is
undergraduate and masters warm and welcoming, Mr. ates today. But five years or so
degrees from Western Kentucky Mader's reason~ for _corning to from now when these graduates
are advancing in their careers,
University and their Ph.D.'sfrom Marshall are qwte different.
"~ really wanted to work at _a the important thing will be that
the University of Georgia.
After meeting in Bethel-Local maJor sports school. Marshall is . the university they graduated
High School in Tipp City, Ohio, what I would call a comprehen- from will be accredited."
The Maders agreed that
they went on to college to study sive university, a school that is
up-to-date on academics as well Marshall has better research
different subjects.
support than the University of
"We came from totally differ- as sports," he said.
Mr. Mader, who teaches gen- Louisville which is considered a
ent directions and somehow met
in the middle at the same disci- eral marketing management, research s'chool.
saidDeanRobertAle~derwa_s.
"But Marshall's faculty com- pline," Mrs. Mader said.
Today they are assistant pro- ho~est about the COB s accredi- puters are behind standards, the
fessors ofmarketing and faculty taboo and budget-cut problems. software is behind the times and
advisers for the student chapter But staying at the University of the COB's library is meager,"
ofAmerican Marketing Associa- Louisville meant staying at a Mrs. Mader said. "There are a lot
university where academic re- ofpieces to fit together before action.
Mrs. Mader, who teaches pro- search overwhelmed the teach- creditation will be achieved."
.
The Maders live in Huntingmotion and consumer behavior, ing asp~ct of scho?l.
Iromcally, dunng their first ton with their three children.
said Marshall appealed to her
By LaRlta Pike

Reporter - - - - - - - -
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55 cents could turn into $600

CLASSIFIEDS
LARGE HOUSE, 5 BR, 2 1/2 Baths.
9th St reel & 9th Ave. 1 Mile from
campus. New carpeting. Available in
May. $625. per mo. CALL 523-n56
NICE, QUIET, FURNISHED Apt.. 4
Rooms and bath, 2 BR. AC and carpel
Utilities paid. $300 per mo. + DD and
references. CALL 522-2886
ONE BEDROOM, Furnished Apartmenl A/C. Off Street Parking.
Utilities paid. One quiet, mature, nonsmoker prefered. CALL 522-3187
ROOMMATE WANTED on Ritter
Par1c. Guy or girl. 1/2 Electricity1/2 Rent. Completely furnished
except your bedroom. CALL Bo
525-0216
TWO BEDROOM APT. Partially
furnished $250 per month. Half
utilities 525-7396
AVE ROOM DUPLEX furnished,
complete kitchen and dining room.
Extremely clean. Air conditioned. No
pets. Quiet living area, serious
students only. 832 23rd St. EasL
$250 mo. with $250 DD.
CHERRY ARMS APTS. 16n 6th Ave.
1 beo-oom Central air & Heat
$290. month

NEXT TO CAMPUS 2 BR. Furnished,
All electric. From $270 Mo.
Parking $25.00 Mo. 522-8461
PARKING SPACES for rent
1/2 block from campus 429-2611
GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1.00
(U Repair). De~nquent tax property.
Repossessions. Your area 1-805-9628000 EXT. GH-10783 for current lisL
PARKING AVAILABLE Reasonable
6th Ave & Elm St. area. CALL 4292369 or 522-2369 after 5
PARKING SPACES 1/2 Block from
CALL 429-2611

WANTED: SUN & PARTY HUNGRY
PEOPLE! SPRING BREAK: Cancun,

Bahamas from $259.00 includes roundtrip air, 7 nights hotel, parties, free
admission and more! Organize a small
group. Earn free trip. 1(800) BEACH IT.
PART TIME HELP Wanted with
deliveries. Contact Ron Adkins at Pied
Piper for applications.
500-1000 CAMP POSITIONS
Available Staff Referral Services
provides a network of camps, now
hiring, from the "Keys" to Wisc-Mim.
One application reaches al camps.
Applications at Financial Aid OM 122

$3.00 per 20 words
10 cents extra for every
over 20. Coll 696-3346

SPRING BREAK 1992 PANAMA
CITY BEACH For the ultimate spring
break party. Stay at the Miracle Mile
Resort located next door to Spinnakers and Club LaVela Priced from
$129.00 8 days/7 nights including
discounts and much more. CALL
Student Activities 696-6770
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT·

fisheries. Eam $5,000+/month. Free
transportation! Room and Board!
Over 8,000 openings. No experience
necessary. Male or Female. For employment program call Student Employment
Services at 1-206-545-4155 ext. 188.
DANCERS NEEDED for Part-time.
$300-$500 per week. CALL 733-0722
after 7 PM

Twenty-four pop drinkers will
find a surprise wrapped around
soda cans from vendingmachines
on campus.
A note attached to the sodas
instruct the lucky buyers to take
their notes to the Office ofAuxiliary Service where they can reg-

ister for a $600 travel gift certificate.
The winner of the gift certificate will be drawn Monday at
11:30 a.m. in the lobby of the
MemorialStudentCenter, Karen
Kirtley, project assistant for
auxiliary services said.

OFF CAMPUS H.O USING
Now Leasing for Summer and Fall Terms
A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE CLOSE TO CAMPUS

"COME SEE THE PlFFERENCE"
We accommodate 150+ students. 1 to 4 bedroom units available.
•Each bedroom has Its own bathroom!! •sun Decks •spiral Staircases •Security •Extra Clean •Great Furniture "All utllltles paid
•Parking •Laundry "Pets allowed w/fee •central Heat & Air •Full
time-sniff

THE FIONN GROUP 522-0477

EXTRA INCOME 92 Earn $200-$500

weekly mailing 1992 travel brochures
For more information send stamped,
addressed envelopeto: ATW Travel,
P.O. Box 430780, Miami FL 33143
FAST

FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
Fraternities, sororities, student clubs.
Earn up to $1,000 in one week. Plus
receive a $1000 bonus yourself. And a
FREE WATCH just for calling 1-800·
932-0528 Ext. 65.

~\,e

,

Back Door··

696-9342

Quarter Beer
Tuesdays ~--

j

l
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SPORTS
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Herd plays #1 tough, but falls short 76-75
By Anthony Hanshew
Sports Editor

•

Kelly Sutton hit a three point
basket with 1:48 remaining to
lead the Southern Conference
leadingUT-ChattanoogaMoccasins to a 76-75 win over Marshall.
With UTC leading 69-67, Sutton came up with the ball after
several players had scrambled
on the floor and nailed the three
pointer. The Moes then hit their
free throws down the stretch to
hold off a late Herd run.
'1 knew it came off a deflection
and the [shot] clock was running
down," Sutton said. "I just
knocked it down."
Sutton's shot clinched another
heartbreaking loss for the Herd
that saw Marshall stay in the
game until late and falter.
The win was UTC's 15th in its
last 16 games. Conversely, the
Herd lias lost 15 of its last 16
games.
The game did not indicate the
vast difference in records, however.
Marshall played aggressively

and controlled the first half.
The teams traded baskets early
in the contest until Marshall
went on an 8-0nm to take a 3020 lead.
After UTC cut the deficit to 3026, Frank Martin keyed a 10-4
spurt over the next 2:20 to give
the Herd a 40-30 advantage.
Martin hit two three pointers
and a driving layup in the Herd
rally.
Sutton hit a three point basket
to end the first half, but Marshall
held a comfortable 41-34 lead.
The Herd dominated the first
half by spreading the scoring
around and playing a tough man
defense thatforced UTC'sguards
to shoot from the perimeter.
Martin led the way with 15
first half points including three
three pointers. Tyrone Phillips
added 11 as Marshall shot 59.3
percent in the first half
The Herd's hot shooting ended
quickly when UTC erased
Marshall's halftime lead with a
14-3 run to open the second half.
Tyrone Phillips ended the
Moccasin run with six consecutive points as Marshall regained

.,,~~'l'
~.,.,..,.f,~'

~·~~~.· , .

the lead at 55-51 with 10:49
remaining.
The Herd held the slim lead ,•:.....: -;,..,
until a Tim Brooks layup gave
·1 .•
the Moes a 64-63 ~dvantage at
the 4:51 mark.
Four Phillips free throws tied
the score at 67 with 3:19 remaining, but that was as close as the
Herd would get.
Phillips finished with a game
high 26 points and 12 rebounds.
Phillips shot nine of 14 from the
field and kept the_Herd close in
the second half.
Phillips said the lull to open
the secondhalfcostMarshall the
game.
"We came out sluggish in the
second half," Phillips said. "Those
first four minutes killed us."
Despite the loss, Phillips said
there were several positives in
the game.
"This was about the turning
point last year."
If this is the best team in the
conference watch out because
someone's going to get hurt."
Martin followed Phillips with
20 points and Malik Hightower
added 11.

CAMPUS EHTERTRIHMEHT
UHL /NI TED

,

,,~,i,~'f

Ph01obyl<..tJoo-.

Tyrone Phillips shoots for two ofhis game-high 26 points against UTC last night.

OFF CAMPUS HOUSING
LIUE ENTERTAINMENT-WEDNESDAYS
February 12, at 9:15 in ' Marco's

Good Guys-Reggae Band
COMEDY CLUB-THURSDAYS

Now Leasing for Summer and Fall Terms
A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE CLOSE TO CAMPUS

"COME SEE THE DIFFERENCE"
We accommodate 150+ students. 1 to 4 bedroom units available.
*Each bedroom has Its own bathroom!! •sun Decks *Spiral Staircases *Security *Extra Clean *Great Furniture *All utllltles paid
*Parking *Laundry *Pets allowed wffee •central Heat & Air *Full
time staff

THE FIONN GROUP 522-0477

February 13, at 9:15 in Marco's

Todd Yohn-Comedian
UALENTINE'S PARTY-FRIDAY
Sponsored by International Club/CEU at 9 in Marco's

PARTY-SATURDAY
February 15, at 9 in Marco's

MOUIES-MONDAYS AND TUESDAYS

Regarding Henry
February 17 & 18, at 9:15 in Marco's

Tonight/
At1 the draft
you can drink
~I the pizza
you can eat
At1 for only...$
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Lady Herd takes
second SC win

THE PARTHENON
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Grid stars dominate JV roster

By Shea Butler
Tracy Krueger scored 16 points and Reporter - - -- - - - - - - pulled down a career-high 16 rebounds to
For the first time since the 1970s,
lead the Lady Herd past the Western
Marshall is going to have a JV basketball
Carlolina Lady Catamounts 59-46.
The Lady Herd put Western Carolina team that will be used as a recr.riting
away early with hot shooting. Marshall technique and a test for young players of
shot 54.8 percent from the field in the the Thundering Herd, according to assisfirst halfen route to a 29-15 halftime lead. tant coach Brian Fish.
"This gives us a chance to take a look at
The Lady Herd, 9-11, 2-4, also welthe
kids walking on in a game situation,"
comed the return of point guard Melissa
Fish said. "We can see how they're going
Simms. Simms returned from a shoulder
to perform under pressure and with people
injury she suffered in an automobile acciin the stands."
dent to score eight points.
Fish said the key strengths to this team
Marshall maintained their double digit will be David Todd and Brian Hicks.
lead in the second half and iced the game
Another advantage for the team will be
late with clutch free throw shooting. For seven MU football players suiting up for
the game, the Lady Herd shot 17 of 24 the team, Fish said.
from the line.
Micheal Payton, Rodney Garrett, Phil
Heather Brown added 13 points for the Ratcliff, Roger Johnson, Shawn Goodwyn,
Lady Herd.
Casey Hill and Robert Minter all will
Loru Lyons led the slumping Lady Cata- assist the Thundering Herd JV.
mounts, 5-14, 1-4, with 12 points.
"The football players are quick and that
The win put the Lady Herd in fourth will be added strength for us," Fish said.
According to their high school numbers,
place entering Monday night's game
the football players might provide some
against UT-Chattanooga.
Marshall returns to action Thursday scoring as well.
Payton, last year's Southern Confernight at Morehead State.

Obviously there is potential or we wouldn't be playing. This is our way
to see for ourselves just how much.
Brian Fish
Assistant Basketball Coach

ence offensive player of the year, averaged 27 points and 12 rebounds a game at
Dauphin East High School.
Payton finsihed as Dauphin's all-time
scorer.
Head Football Coach Jim Donnan said
he was only slightly concerned about the
football players participating.
"There is always a concern that someone might get hurt, but this a fun time for
our guys and if I was overly concerned
they wouldn't be playing," Donnan said.
Rounding out the junior varsity roster
are Todd, Hicks, and Matt Houghton.
The team's scedule will consist of prep
schools.
Fish said playing the prep schools will
aid in recruiting.
"This is a good way to bring these young
guys in and let them see the campus,"

Fish said. "It gets Marshall's name out to
the prep schools."
The 10-man team began its season with
only one practice under its belt last night
against Hargrave, a college prep military
school in Chatham, Va.
"Our season began so late because by
the time we decided to have a JV team, all
the schools already had their schedules
and this was as soon as they could fit us
in," Fish said.
Hargrave plays a 30-game schedule
against NCAA Division I, II and III and
NAIAjuniorvarsity and freshman teams.
Fish said that there is a lot of potential
on the team.
"Obviously there is potential or we
wouldn't be playing,"Fish said. "This is
our way to see for ourselves just how
much."

It can't do laundfy or find you adate,
but it can help you find more time for both..
The new Apple· Macintosh· Classic· II
computer makes it easier for you to juggle
classes, activities, projects, and term papersand still find time for what makes college
life real life.
It's a complete and affordable Macintosh
Classic system that's ready to help you get
your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up
and use. It has a powerful 68030 microprocessor, which means you can run even
the most sophisticated applications with ease.
And its internal Apple SuperDrive"' disk
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and
•
MS-DOS formatted disks-allowing you to
exchange information easily with
~ ~
~ ~
almost any ocher kind of computer.
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In addition to its built-in capabilities, the
Macintosh Classic Ucan be equipped with up
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data.
If you already own a Macintosh Classic,
and wane the speed and flexibility of a
Macintosh Classic Il, ask us about an
upgrade-it can be installed in just minutes
and it's affordable.
To put more time on your side. consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.
See us for a demonstration today, and while
you're in, be sure co ask us for details
about the Apple Computer Loan.
It'll be time well spent.
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Introducing th<: \lacintosh Classic II.
'

For more information visit the
Computer Resale Center
Marshall University Boobtore
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Intramural hoop
winners crowned
By Anthony Alley
Athletic Correspondent'----

-

Pi Kappa Alpha increased their
lead in the fraternity division
race for the President's Cup with
a 24-20 win over Alpha Tau
Omega blue team Thul'Sday in
the intramural basketball championships at the Henderson
Center.
The divisions were split into
an American League and a National League division with the
National League being the more
competitive.
This was done in each division
except for the women's division
which was not divided.
In the National League of the
fraternity division Tau Kappa
Alpha cherry team defeated Pi
Kappa Alpha garnet team 36-28
for the title.
Tenth floor Twin Towers East
defeated eighth floor Holderby
31-24 in the championship game

of the American League residence hall division.
In the National League game,
seventh floor Holderby defeated
Reality 48-36.
In the National League's open
division Strictly Business edged
the Bucs 36-33. In the American
League, DC won the title by forfeit.
In the women's division HPL
withstood a late comeback by
second floor Holderby 33-31 for
the win.
In the race for the President's
Cup, Pi Kappa Alpha leads the
fraternity division with a point
total of 1,092.
In the residence hall division,
sixth floor Holderby leads with
433 points.
Fifth floor Buskirk is in first
place in the women's division
with 293 points.
Leading in the open division is
Sit-n-Spin with 382 points.

Serving the
Marshall Campus

SGA

Elections
Open Seats for March 92

Medical School
1
Board of Regents
1
Graduate School
2
'Applications are now~
Comm. College
1
being accepted
College of Science
1
through Feb. 18th.
College of Fine Arts
1
Applications are
Education
2
available in MSC
College of Business
3
2W29B
College of Liberal Arts
2
\..
Board of Trustees Representative
Board of Advisors Representative
President and Vice-President

Filing Deadline is Tuesday Feb. 18th. 11 :00 p.m.

525-7222

Mon. thru Thurs. 11 AM - 12:30AM
Fri. & Sat. 11AM - 1:30AM
Sunday ·Noon - 12:30

